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Abstract

We describe the MAXI data archive plan, including the long-term archive after the MAXI project is
finished. One one-hand, while MAXI is in operation, daily light-curves and other data products are created
at and released from RIKEN. On the other hand, DARTS, which is JAXA’s multidisciplinary space-science
archive, is going to maintain the high-level scientific products from MAXI, even after the MAXI project is
finished. We are developing the MAXI archive to be released from DARTS, with which users can timely
access the full MAXI datasets, perform the MAXI data analysis easily, just like standard X-ray pointing
satellites. The MAXI archive will be also released from HEASARC at NASA, such that the analysis tools
and calibration files are included in the standard HEASOFT (ftools) and CALDB packages, respectively.
In addition, DARTS will provide convenient web-application tools with which users can display MAXI
images for various time-periods, together with other astronomical images/catalogs, and quickly produce
spectra, light-curves and responses via standard web-browsers.
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1. JAXA’s Science Archive: DARTS

DARTS1(Data ARchive and Transmission System) is
JAXA’s space science data archive, which primarily
archives high-level data products obtained by JAXA’s
space science missions for not only astrophysics (X-rays,
radio, infrared), but also solar physics, solar-terrestrial
physics, lunar and planetary sciences. Microgravity sci-
ence data and other experimental/observation data ob-
tained by International Space Station are also archived
at DARTS.

DARTS is operated in ISAS (Institute of Space and
Astronautical Science), located in Sagamihara, Kana-
gawa. While MAXI is operated at TKSC (Tsukuba
Space Center) and major data processing is performed
at RIKEN, we have started MAXI data archive devel-
opment at DARTS in 2013, envisioning the long-term
archive even after the MAXI project is finished. By
having MAXI archive at DARTS, long-term preservation
and accessibility of the data are secured, and interoper-
ability with other astronomical database is enhanced.

*1 http://darts.isas.jaxa.jp

2. MAXI Archive at RIKEN

2.1. Science Products

While MAXI is in operation, data are regularly processed
at RIKEN, and daily all-sky images, light-curves of ma-
jor sources and other scientific products are created and
released from the RIKEN MAXI site2. Users are free to
use these products for scientific research and publication,
but if they are interested in other targets not in the list
or particular time-periods not adopted in the standard
processing, they need to use the “on-demand” analysis
system (below).

2.2. On-demand Analysis System

The MAXI on-demand analysis system3 (Nakahira et al.
2013 ) is developed so that users can carry out their own
customized data analysis using only web-browsers.

Users specify target position, time-period, energy
band and bin-width of the light-curve on web-browser,
then “submit” the job and wait to receive image, light-
curve, spectrum and response in the standard FITS for-
mat.

Users can carry out customized data analysis using
the on-demand system, but there are several limitations.

*2 http://maxi.riken.jp

*3 http://maxi.riken.jp/mxondem



Fig. 1. Top: An example of JUDO2 display, where MAXI GSC and Swift-BAT images are superposed (Galactic Center region). BAT catalog

(green cross) and MAXI catalog (blue triangle) sources are also superposed. Bottom: Galactic plane around Vela region by SSC (left),

GSC (right), and SSC and GSC superposed(center). Some hard X-ray sources (such as Cen A, located around north-east corner) clearly

seen with GSC are hardly seen with SSC, and vice versa (such as Vela supernova remnant, on the plane toward west).

First, the system is running on a single machine, so the
load is heavy when there are several users. Also, it is
not practical to carry out analysis for long periods of
time (it takes ∼400 minutes to analyze a single source
for the 7 year period) or many targets simultaneously. In
addition, the system uses proprietary data and software
maintained practically by a single developer, so the long-
term maintenance is a challenge.
Consequently, the on-demand system will be ported to

UDON2 at DARTS (section 3.2.), envisioning long-term
operation.

3. Web-application Tools at DARTS

In principle, DARTS provides high-level scientific data
products to download, so that users can carry out
data analysis in their own sites. In addition, DARTS
has various web-application services to facilitate quick
browse/analysis of the data archived at DARTS.

3.1. Interactive image browsing system : JUDO2

JUDO24 is second generation of JAXA Universe Data
Oriented. JUDO2 adopts Aladin Lite (Boch and Fer-
nique 2014), with which various all-sky data archived
at DARTS and other sites can be displayed on a web-
browser. Users can easily manipulate images (move,

*4 http://darts.isas.jaxa.jp/astro/judo2

zoom-in/out), and superpose two images by adjusting
transparency. It is also possible to superpose various
marks (catalog sources etc.) and drawings (instrument
field-of-views, constellation boundaries, etc.) on the dis-
played image.

In Figure 1 (top), we show an example of displaying
MAXI GSC image and Swift BAT image superposed on
each other. In addition, MAXI catalog and Swift-BAT
catalog sources are indicated. It is particularly useful to
compare two instruments having different spatial resolu-
tions, since often MAXI sources are confused, which are
resolved by SWIFT-BAT. Also, it is useful to display two
images simultaneously taken in different energy bands,
such as MAXI GSC and SSC images (Figure 1, bottom).

We also provide MAXI all sky images integrated for,
not only the entire mission life, but also each year,
month, week and day, so that evolution of transients
and variable sources are easily seen. The all sky image
data used in JUDO2/Aladin Lite are in the HiPS format
(Fernique et al. 2015 ) and public5, so that any Aladin
or Aladin Lite users can display MAXI images on their
local machines.

*5 http://darts.isas.jsxa.jp/pub/juod2/HiPS



Fig. 2. An example of link from JUDO2 to UDON2, where MAXI GSC and Suzaku images of 4U1957+11 are displayed on JUDO2 (left).

While the source is in the field of view of JUDO2, if the UDON2 button (upper-right) is clicked, a new windows is open (center) from

which users can launch Suzaku UDON2 (right top) or MAXI on-demand (right bottom) for further quick-analysis of the data. Until the

time when MAXI on-demand is implemented in UDON2, the MAXI link in JUDO2 points RIKEN on-demand instead of UDON2.

3.2. Quick Analysis Tool : UDON2

UDON26 is the second version of Universe via DARTS
ON-line, with which users can quickly analyze astronom-
ical data archived at DARTS using web-browser. As of
February 2017, ASCA and Suzaku data are available on
UDON2, and Hitomi data is being implemented (public
release in September 2017). In UDON2, users choose an
observation to display the image, select a region on the
image to extract spectrum and light curve. Once spec-
trum and light curve are displayed, users can change
scale and zoom-in to scrutinize minute features. Since
UDON2 does not depend on proprietary data and soft-
ware (besides minor web-interface/display parts), long-
term maintenance is almost guaranteed. Once MAXI
data and analysis software are made public, the on-
demand system in RIKEN will be ported to UDON2 to
ensure long-term operation.

Also, it is easy to jump from JUDO2 to UDON2 (Fig-
ure 2). In this manner, users can choose a favorite
source/region on the sky, compare images taken by dif-
ferent instruments (using JUDO2), and closely inspect
the spectrum and light curve taken by each instrument
(using UDON2). This can be done only using a standard
web-browser.

4. Long-term MAXI Archive at DARTS and HEASARC

4.1. Archive Data Structure

We are developing the full MAXI data archive, where
all the MAXI events are stored in the standard event
FITS format, commonly used in high energy astrophysics

*6 http://darts.isas.jaxa.jp/astro/udon2/udon2.html

(Nakagawa et al. 2016). The sky is divided into 768
HEALPix regions, and daily events from each region is
kept in a single event FITS file. In this manner, users can
analyze MAXI data just like standard pointing satellite
data. Detail of the archive directory structure is found
in Furusho et al. (2017).

4.2. Archive Data Flow

Pipe-line processing of the MAXI data is carried out at
TKSC (Figure 3). There are several routes for MAXI
telemetry data to arrive TKSC from ISS, so that the
packet loss and/or deficiency are not uncommon. Thus,
pipe-line processing is continuously running at TKSC,
to process not only the latest observation sequences,
but also previous sequences that have been already pro-
cessed. All the processed data are transferred to DARTS,
and the old data previously processed are overwritten by
the newly processed data corresponding to the same ob-
servation. In this manner, the data archive will get closer
to completion with time. The data are publicly released
from DARTS and permanently archived. The data are
mirrored from DARTS to HEASARC, so that users can
download the identical datasets either from DARTS or
HEASARC.

4.3. Archive Data Download

MAXI archive data cover almost the entire sky for over
seven years. A straightforward way to fully explore the
MAXI archive is to download (mirror) the entire archive
either from DARTS or HEASARC to users’ local sites
(top horizontal line in Figure 4.). This is not infeasible,
with the current total archive size ∼1.4 TB. In fact, we



Fig. 3. MAXI archive data flow. Pipe-line processing is performed at TKSC, and the processed data are continuously sent to DARTS. These

processed data are mirrored to HEASARC. Archive users may download the data either from DARTS or HEASARC.

Fig. 4. MAXI archive data analysis flow. Usually, archive users download a part of the archive data either from DARTS or HEASARC,

using “mxdownload” or specific download tools. Alternatively, users may mirror the entire MAXI archive on their own sites. Users run

“mxproduct” script either on the download data or the local archive to produce science products.

will provide wget scripts to download the entire MAXI
archive from DARTS.

However, many users are interested in only particular
targets or regions on the sky for particular observation
periods. So, we will provide mxdownload script, with
which users can download a part of the MAXI archive
from DARTS for a particular sky region and observation
period. The downloaded dataset has the same directory
structure as the original MAXI archive, and considered
to be a subset of the archive.

4.4. Archive Data Analysis

MAXI data analysis can be carried out by combining
MAXI specific ftools and the standard ftools included
in the HEASOFT package. The number of MAXI spe-
cific ftools is only nine, one of which is a perl script,
mxproduct, to run the other eight ftools written in C.

mxproduct runs both on the entire archive or a part
of the archive downloaded by mxdownload. In practice,
users need to run only mxproduct to carry out analy-
sis, where many options are available for data selection.
Explanation of these ftools are found in Furusho et al.
(2017). Outputs of mxproduct are image, light-curve,
spectrum and response in the standard FITS format.
Users can analyze these science products using popular
HEASOFT tools (spectral analysis with xspec, display

light-curve with lcurve etc.).

5. Schedule

As of February 2017, the MAXI archive system is being
tested actively by the MAXI team, and the effort to im-
plement the system to HEASARC is just started. We
hope to publicly release the archive data and software in
early 2017. After the release, the data are maintained
by DARTS (mirrored to HEASARC), and the softwares
and calibration files are maintained by HEASARC (in
cooperation with the MAXI team).
After the MAXI project is over in future, all the

data products created and released at RIKEN will be
ported to DARTS and permanently archived, together
with JAXA’s other science data archives.
In this maner, we expect the MAXI data archive keep

producing scientific outputs continuously for long future.
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